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How to Install and Use a Dado Stack

by penaltyboxwoodshop

Step 1: Dado Stack Introduction

This Instructable/video is a full tutorial showing the
set up process and use of a Dado Stack. This
Instructable/video also shows examples of cutting
dados, rabbets, and tenons with the Dado Stack. This
is intended to educate not only Beginner
Woodworkers but also any woodworker that has not
had much experience with a Dado Stack. A Dado Stack
can be a very useful and versatile tool in any wood
shop! 

If  you like this video please click here to subscribe to
my channel! 

You can check out my website for more great stu ! 

Supplies:

List of all my tools 

Tools Used during this build:

Prestige Series Dado Stack 

Micro jig Match t Dovetail Clamps 

Micro jig Grr-ripper 

Micro jig Pushblocks 

Delta Table Saw 

Biesemeyer Table Saw Fence 

Canon T6i DSLR 

Rode VideoMic Microphone 

Canon EF 28-135mm f/3 Zoom Lens 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SrRGLCWBf4w
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Step 2: How to Determine the Width of Cut

Almost every dado stack should come with the following parts: 

Outer blades - Every dado stack has two outer blades, these blades have numerous teeth and
typically have writing on one side. Please, read the writing on the these blades because it will explain
which direction that they will need to be installed. Every Dado stack that I have worked with required
the side with the writing to be toward the outside of the stack when installed. Follow the instructions
on YOUR Dado Stack outside blades to insure a safe installation.
Chippers - Depending on the brand, these blades should have between 2 and 4 teeth and will come
in di erent widths. My dado stack came with 5 chipper blades of di erent widths and each blade has
4 teeth. These blades will go between your outer blades when installed and are for adjusting the
width of your cut.
Spacers - These little guys are for ne tuning the width on your cut. Typically a dado stack will come
with variety di erent width spacers.
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To determine the width of the dado cut for your
project lay a piece of wood, that is the same width as
the piece you will be tting into the dado joint, on a

at surface. I like to use my table saw bed for this
since I know its nice and at. Lay one outside blade
down on the bottom and then start to stack the
chipper blades. Be sure that the blades of the
chippers are alternating with the teeth of the outer
blade and ensuring that they do not touch.

If you are adding more than a few spacers just be sure
to spread them out throughout the stack for an even
cut. You can place the last outer blade on top of the
stack and check to see if the hight of the stack
matches the hight of the wood. Once you have the
correct hight you you know what blades you need to
install. 
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Step 3: Installing the Blades

When it comes to installing the blades, remove your
regular table saw insert and blade. You will need a
table saw insert wide enough to accommodate your
dado stack width. You will also need to remove your
riving knife if  you have one on your saw. 

When installing your dado stack insure that you have
at least two or three threads exposed after the stack is
installed so that the nut has plenty of threads to be
tightened properly. When in doubt leave plenty of
threads to tighten the stack properly! Its better to
make two passes with a stack that is not wide enough
than to have a loose dado stack and potentially
dangerous situation. Arbor lengths on saws can di er
drastically so the width of stack that you can t on
your saw might be very di erent that what someone

else can t. 

Install your rst outer blade with the correct
orientation as stated in the blades directions. Then
install the chippers and spacers (if  needed), making
sure that the teeth are alternating and not touching.
Lastly, install the second outer blade (again insuring
proper orientation) and tighten using a scrap piece of
wood to wedge the blades and keep from spinning.
Do not use the arbor stop on your saw to tighten the
blades when using a dado stack. While it will prevent
the arbor from moving it will not prevent the inner
blades from coming out of alignment. 

Place the proper table saw insert in your saw. 
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Step 4: Cutting Dados With the Miter Gauge

One of the most common cuts with a dado stack is using your miter gauge and a backer board to cut dados. Please
refer to the video attached to this Instructable for more details on these cuts. 
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Step 5: Cutting Dados With Your Table Saw Fence

Another method for cutting dados is to use your table saw fence to cut dados across the long edge of your piece.
One important thing to note in this (or any) process is to use the proper push blocks to keep your ngers and hands
a safe distance from the blade. 

Please refer to the video attached to this Instructable for more details on these cuts. 
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Step 6: Cutting Rabbets

Step 7: Cutting Tenons

To cut rabbets with the dado stack use a sacri cial fence so that you can have the blade cut all the way to the fence.

Please refer to the video attached to this Instructable for more details on these cuts. 
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Really well done. Thanks. "You will need a table saw insert wide enough to accommodate your
dado stack width." Do you have any advice on making inserts? I assume you would need a
different one for each stack. Perhaps another Instructable?

Thank you! I have a friend Make my inserts with a CNC. I just have one that I use with all widths.
It’s wide enough to fit my widest dado and it works fine for all of them.

this is superb.Great work.

Use the sacri cial fence to also cut tenons when
making mortise and tenons. The dado stack makes
this cut quick and easy. 

Please refer to the video attached to this Instructable
for more details on these cuts. 

For more details you can watch the full build video
here: 

//www.yout ube.com/embed/SrRGLCWBf4 w

If  you want to see more woodworking and DIY videos
then please Subscribe to my channel 
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Thank you!!!

nice well done

Thank you!

Great Instructable! I've been tempted to try it out. I just may have to try it now!

Thanks man! They are a great tool to have in the shop!
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